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	Written by an international group of active researchers in the field, this volume presents innovative formulations and applied procedures for sensitivity analysis and structural design optimization. Eight chapters discuss subjects ranging from recent developments in the determination and application of topological gradients, to the use of evolutionary algorithms and meta-models to solve practical engineering problems. With such a comprehensive set of contributions, the book is a valuable source of information for graduate students and researchers entering or working in the matter.
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Learning Articulate StorylinePackt Publishing, 2013

	Storyline is an authoring tool packed with out-of-the-box features that don’t require any special knowledge to operate. That’s right; this is a programming-free zone! E-learning authoring is no longer limited to developers; the doors are now wide open for subject matter experts with their content, writers with their storyboards,...
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A Bug Hunter's Diary: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Software SecurityNo Starch Press, 2011

	
	
		Welcome to A Bug Hunter’s Diary. This book describes the life cycles of
	
		seven interesting, real-life software security vulnerabilities I found over
	
		the past several years. Each chapter focuses on one bug. I’ll explain
	
		how I found the bug, the steps I took to exploit it, and how the vendor...
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Webster's New World Telecom DictionaryWebster's New World, 2007
Webster’s New World Telecom Dictionary, by Ray Horak, is a comprehensive telecommunications dictionary of more than 7,500 terms critical to understanding voice, data, video, and multimedia communications system and network technologies, applications, and regulation. Given the convergence of computing and communications, the book also...
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Reversing: Secrets of Reverse EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Sometimes, the best way to advance is in reverse


	If you want to know how something works, you take it apart very carefully. That's exactly what this book shows you—how to deconstruct software in a way that reveals design and implementation details, sometimes even source code. Why? Because reversing reveals weak spots, so...
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CalculusW. H. Freeman, 2011

	Receive in 1-4 Business Days / Free upgrade to UPS or Priority / BRAND NEW / [clean wrapped, well protected] [Authentic edition exactly the same as the Official Listing] / Genuine US Bookstore! Get your book in perfect condition! We also ship international via UPS or USPS Express!
...
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Applied Computational Materials Modeling: Theory, Simulation and ExperimentSpringer, 2007
The scope of the proposed book is to identify and emphasize the successful link between computational materials modeling as a simulation and design tool and its synergistic application to experimental research and alloy development. Compared to other areas in science where computational modeling has made substantial contributions to the development...
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